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INTRODUCTION

During the course of producing my book at the Millennium, I was
fortunate enough to be able to collect almost 2000 pictures of  Woodbury
village and Parish life during the 20th Century, and they are still coming in
now 6 years later! Some back as far as 1863. All of these photographs were
scanned and saved on a computer disc and the originals returned to their
owners.

Around 450 of these were used in the original book, and some have been put
up on the Woodbury website. However the others have never been seen by
people in general. Some have been used on the cover of the Woodbury News,
but I have calculated that it would take 166 years to use them all!

It has always been my wish that all the photographs should be printed, as this
is the safest way to preserve them, and as many do not have computer
facilities I have decided to try to put together a series of booklets over the
next few months on the various aspects of village/parish life. For example
this booklet is the second in the series and records the village carnivals of the
1940’s and 1950’s. After the War the people needed some “cheering up” and
the carnivals became the social event of the year in Woodbury and other
surrounding villages. Competition was strong but above all friendly. Many
weeks were taken up in producing tableaux in great secrecy!  “Spy’s” were
even used to try to find out what others were doing!

All the booklets are purely in a documentary form of a picture and a
caption. To go into a detailed history of everything would be far too great a
task in the time I have left! Detailed histories have already been done.

Hopefully some memories will be stirred in some of the “locals”, and the
more recent residents of the village can be “brought up to speed”!

If anyone still has any old 20th century pictures of people or events that have
not been scanned and saved, please contact me. They should not be lost.

I am indebted to many unknown photographers who have recorded things
over the years. Without all of these people there would be no booklet!

Copyright © Roger Stokes 2006
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Competitors in the Wheel Barrow race

The Wheel Barrow race
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Mayor Stediford with Bert Stamp and his trap

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
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The Carnivals always had a substantial walking entry

The Queen with her attendants
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The Three Great Era’s

Farouk’s Armoured Rickshaw
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Taking a rest at the Pound

Tim Sellek as the  “Rocket Man”
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Judith Sellek and family

Judith Sellek again (different year) with Joyce Ingleheart on the right
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Norman Bowles, Neil Widgery and Co.

Serious fun!
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The Queens trailer at the head of the procession

Stokes family tableau “We three kings of Orient are”
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The Rowsell family tableau

The Queen and attendants in procession
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“I spy with my little eye”

A Coronation in the Public Hall
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Raymond Brown and the Middletons

Kathleen Stokes, Roger and Nipper the dog  as “The Exterminators”
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Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs waiting to go in Webbers farmyard
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Kathleen Stokes as Robin Hood—who is Maid Marion?
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Alan Middleton, Cyril Rowsell and Victor Fox

YFC group awaiting the Comic Football Match
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Newspaper cutting of the time
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Newspaper cutting of the time
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Sellick family as “Riders of  the Range”

YFC group awaiting the Comic Football Match
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Queen Betty Vickery officiating at the Comic Football Match

Neil Widgery (with pigs trunnel) and Percy Sharland as Doctor
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Joan Sellick on horseback  as “Riders of the Range”

After the Coronation with Kathleen Stokes and Neil Widgery
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Crowning of the Carnival Queen by Kathleen Stokes

Patsy Marks as Queen with her attendants on the Queens trailer
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Trixie Sellick and others enjoying some cider!

YFC—”Throw in your spare coppers”
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Neil Widgery (headmaster) and Norman Bowles his “agent”
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YFC tableau—”Off to the Motor Show”

YFC tableau
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WI tableau with Maudie Yeo, Ruby Stamp and Mrs Coles

Ready for the “off” - Percy Stediford about to do his rounds as Mayor
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Percy Stediford in his mayor’s regalia

Carnival Queen and page boys
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Percy Stediford in his mayor’s regalia

Carnival Queen and page boys
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Percy Stediford in his mayoral transport
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Maudie Yeo as Mayor of Woodbury
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“While shepherds watched their flocks”..... with Kathleen Stokes and ?

Woodbury School tableau
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The Ford family tableau

The Ford family tableau
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Harry Stokes on his
horse “Salome”

More happy revellers!
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Neil Widgery Headmaster of the School


